Corning Glass offers you an opportunity that's hard to match. The chance to explore all your interests in one innovative work environment. At your own pace.

The options are real and unlimited. Corning is the No.-1 company in glass and glass ceramics technology, with 60,000 products and 71 plant facilities around the world. We offer opportunities in diverse engineering disciplines in machine design, process development, applied statistics, melting techniques, project planning, facilities construction and instrumentation and control technology.

When you come to work for Corning, you can begin in your area of interest right away. We figure you've earned the right to develop your potential on the job. And based on your performance you can move from discipline to discipline as you develop new interests.

To learn more about Corning, talk to our recruiters or write to the Manager of Salaried Recruiting and you'll get straight answers to your most important questions. Either way, we encourage you to look into a truly unique and stimulating career.

Corning is an equal opportunity employer. Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York 14830

without changing companies

Appointments for interviews should be made in advance through the Chemical Engineering Department for graduate Chemical Engineering students and through the Career Planning and Placement Office for senior and graduate engineers.

Interviews
February 12th-13th

CORNING